
Name:____________________
Date:

Word Work "Blues Legend: Blind Lemon Jefferson"
NG-Unit 6 Week 2

10. everybody

Sort your first 15 words by same first letter.

 Highlight 
yellow the 
y's that 

are at the 
beginning 

of the 
word and 
Orange 

the y's at 
the middle 
and end of 
the word.

a   b   c   d   e   f   g   h   i   j   k   l   m   n   o   p   q   r   s   t   u   v   w   x   y   z

chance chord

chants cord
Watch-Out Words!

9.  supply

Words with y:  e.g., happy, yellow, key

1.  youthful

2.  community

3.  yourself

4.  worry

5.  glory

6.  cycle

7.  memory

8.  diary

11. style

12. family

13. rhymes

14. identify

15. library

y

1-

2-

1-

2-

1-

1-

2-

9-

10-

2-

Put your first 15 words in ABC order.

c s
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15-



Name:____________________
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boot

Change the following words into the plural, (more than one), form.

1.  youthful 6.  cycle 11. style

2.  community 7.  memory 12. family

I play a __________ on the piano while my friend 
__________ the words to a rhyme.  If by 
__________ you come by the house to join us pull 
the __________ to make the bell ring.

Write the word with a suffix below and highlight ONLY the suffix.

1-

first 1-

Use the "Watch-Out Words" to fill in the blanks below.

2-

4.  worry 9.  supply 14. identify

3.  yourself

Which word has the same sound as the underlined part of the word below?

Which two words have the same vowel sound as the underlined part of the word 
below?

15. library

Watch-Out Words!

5.  glory 10. everybody

Highlight 
yellow the 
compound 
words.       

chance chord

8.  diary 13. rhymes

family cycle worry

1-

chants cord


